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Y10.19); IEEE Std 280-1968, Letter Symbols for Quanti- 
ties  used in Electrical  Science  and  Electrical  Engineering 
(ANSI Y10.5) ; IEEE Std 315-1971, Graphic  Symbols for 
Electrical  and  Electronics  Diagrams (ANSI Y32.2) ; IEEE 
Std 322-1971, Rules for  Use of Units of the Intemation.al 
System of Units,  and  Selection of the  Decimal  Multiples 
and  Submultiples. Std 315 contains sections on antennas 
(which permit.s incorporat,ion of antenna polarization and 
steerability  in a set of int,ernat.ionally recommended sym- 
bols) and waveguides, again internationally recommended. 

At present,  committees in G-AP are engaged in the 
following standards projects. A group  is working on defi- 
nitions of t.erms and  test procedures relating to antenna,s 

in physical media. IEEE Std 145-1969, is being revised and 
updated.  Under the sponsorship of the Wave  Propagation 
Standards Committee, t.here are t.ask groups  on propaga- 
tion  curves and prediction techniques, ionogram st,andard- 
ization,  radio meteorology measurements, informatkn 
storage and  retrieval for wave ProDagation, methods of 
measuring ground conductivit.y, a.nd microwave field 
st,rength measurements. 

To summarize, the documents cit,ed are of great  utility 
to anyone enga.ged in testing,  measurement,  generation of 
specifications, or report  writing  and  nil1 also provide a 
practical  introduction to  novices in antenna  and propa- 
gation technology. 

First-Order Theory and Analysis of MF/HF/VHF 
Scatter from the Sea 

Absfmci-Scatter from the  sea near grazing from M F  through 
VHF is analyzed in this paper. Results  based on the compensation 
theorem show that  the dependence upon the grazing angles, as 
well as upon frequency, range, and  the effective surface impedance, 
can be removed  for vertical polarization as the familiar “Norton 
attenuation factors.” Time variation of the surface is included, 
and results are derived for both the average received power and 
its spectral density. The  fist-order dispersion relationship for 
graviv waves is used to show that  the received spectrum from a 
patch of sea consists of two discrete Doppler shifts above and 
below the carrier,  predictable from simple Bragg =action con- 
siderations. Using the Phillips wind-wave model as an upper 
limit for wave heights, estimates for u0 (radar cross  section  per 
unit area) of - 17 dB are obtained near grazing. Both the magnitude 
of urno predicted from theory and  the  nature of the received  spectrum 
are compared with measurements,  and  the  agreement supports the 
theory on both counts. Finally, the  use of MF/Ell? radars for 
measuring  sea  state  is suggested and discussed. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

S E A  ECHO  at frequencies below VHF ha.s been ob- 
served by  radars since World War 11. Crombie [l] 

in 1955 a.ppears t40 have been the first to correctly deduce 
the physical mechanism producing sea scatter. Based upon 
HF experimental  observations of the backscatter  Doppler 
spectrum, he noted that t,he discrete frequency shift.s of 
the sea echo above a.nd below the carrier corresponded 
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uniquely  with the shifts t,hat would be produced by ocean 
waves moving toward and away  from t.he radar ha.ving 
lengths precisely one half t.he radio  wavelength. Hence the 
mechanism was seen to be  “Bragg scatter,”  the same 
phenomenon responsible for scat.t,er of X-rays in  crystals 
and light  rays from diffraction grat,ings and holograms. 

Quant.it.at.ive theoret.ica1 analyses of t,he scatter problem 
lagged t,hese experimental deduct,ions by several  years. 
Peake [a] appears to  have been the first. to reduce t.he 
classic boundary  perturbation  theory of Rice [3] to go, 

t.he normalized scattering cross sect.ion per unit. area for 
a slightly rough surface. Barrick  and  Peake [4] noted 
that,  this result., when interpret,ed, shows that.  scatter is 
produced via the Bragg mechanism, in agreement  with 
Crombie’s deductions. No att.empt was made at  t,hat time 
to apply  the  theory to  the sea, which was a  unique wave 
height spectrum‘ and  spatial-temporal  wavenumber dis- 
persion relationship. Thus in this paper we include t.he 

Guinard and  Daley [5] have employed the “slight.ly rough” 
model derived  from perturbation analysis, along with a Phillips 
wave height spect,rum, to explain t.he diffuse component in micro- 
wave scatter from the sea. Since the ocean surface is “composite” 
a t  t.hose frequencies and  thus more difficult to analyze, a rigorous 
mathematical  justification of t,his result is not possible. Their 
empirical comparisons, however, leave 1itt.le doubt  that  this simple 
model is reasonably valid even at. microwave frequencies, so long 
as one  is not too close to  the specular direction or to grazing. Those 
results along with the spectral  measurements of Wrlght [6] and 
!3- et al. [SI, show that  the Bragg effect a+o produces scatter 
above VHF; this paper  concentrates  on analysls and comparisons 

interpretat,ion is posible. 
below T’HF, where more rigorous mathematical  justification and 
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temporal motion of the sea surface and  derive a result for 
the average received signal spectrum, as well as uo. Further- 
more, we analyze  in  detail the region near-grazing incidence 
for vert.ica1 polarization and show  how the behavior of 
backscatter varies 1vit.h grazing  angle for frequencies below 
100 MHz.  Csing  the  Phillips ocean wave height, spectrum 
in the model, the predicted  results are compared with HF 
measurements, both with  regard to  the signal spectrum 
a.nd a”. Limit,ations of the first-order t,heory are pointed 
out.  Finally, the exciting possibi1it.y of using MF/HF 
radars t.o measure sea state is discussed in  light of t.he 
theory. 

Many previous theoret.ica1 analyses of rough  surface 
scatt.er were ba.sed upon t,he Kirchhoff (or physical optics) 

Ruck ~t &.‘[9]). ?J7hile t,he physical optics  approach  leads m4t.h compensation theorem. 
to Bragg scatter also (e.g., Parkins [lo] derives the re- 
ceived spectrum of acoust,ic signals sca.ttered from the 
sea surface  with  this approach), polarization dependence 

for  both  its finite conductivity  and roughness. The con- 
cept. of normalized surface impedance was popularized by 

and near-grazing behavior is lost 1vit.h t.hat. t.echnique. Wait, this quantity is normaIized \{jt,h respect to 
Measurements, however, show that, u,,O for near-grazing the wave impedance of free space ( ~ o / c o )  ’/* and  is  a fmc-  
ba,ckscat,t.er is considerably greater than a h o ,  which is in tion of t,he reradiat,ion angle os, as mell as the surface 
agreement wit.h results derived from the pert,urbation 
theory. In addition, the radius of curvat.ure of the surface 

parameters. We intend t.0 employ the “compensat,ion 
theorem” attributed t,o Monteath [l2] and applied by 

need not  be much great.er than wavelength in the  pertur- I(ing 1131 to the problem of radiation fronl a dipole above 
bat.ion theory, a.s it must with physical opt,ics. an imperfect half space. In fact,  the analysis here para.llels 

following rest.rictions: 1) t.he height, of  6he surface must  patch can in reality be modeled by a co~lection dipoles. 

integr$ approa’ch (see Beckmann and Spizzichino Or Fig. 1. Geomet,qr for reradiation (scatter) from pat,& dS’ used 

The Rice pert,urbation  approach employs the that of King; the sca,tt,ering behavior of the reradiat,ing 

be small in terms Of radio u*avelen&’h, 2, surface We are interest,ed  here only in t,he vertically pola,rized 
must be a’nd 3, the impedance Of the surface medium scattered far-field component;  this ca,n be easiest. obtained 
must be small in  terms of the free-space wave impedance. by employing H ,  the azimuthal magnet,ic field. ~i~~ 
These condit,ions are all sat.isfied by  the sea below mid- in c13, eqs. (6) and (7) that an integral equation 
VHF; t,he upper limit, on frequency  in  terms of sea  st,ate  in H ,  can be  obta,ined from the compensation t,heorem 
will be examined in Section VI. as follows : 

Hlp8‘ = H,a + - / mpg’ ( IMPEZFECT SURFACE ( iko”’ )  sin 6 cos y as 
11. RERADIATION TO A POINT ABOVE AN ih 

2n R2 
In this section we a.nalyze the problem of scatter from 

the imperfectly  conducting  rough sea in a manner differ- 
ent from conventional  treat.ments [a], [4]. We are  not where t,he indicated angles are shown in Fig. 1. Here H p a  

concerned in t.his section with the  interaction  and  scatter is called the  “unperturbed” H field at  the observation 
mechanism; t,hat. will be treat,ed in  the next, section. Rather, point,, and H,s’ is the  “perturbed” H field. The integra- 
we consider separately an elemental  patch of sea dS’ a.s t,ion takes place at. dS, a. distance R1 from  the reradiat,ing 
shown in Fig. 1. Energy is incident. upon t.his patch from  point; at  this point., the effect.ive surface  impedance  is 
an arbit.rary angle and is  reradiat,ed  (or scattered) from described by &. The  time dependence exp (-ht) is 
t,he patch due t,o the roughness. The size of the pa.tch is t,o assumed here. 
be small with  respect to  the distance Ro to  the scat,tering The  perturbed field here denot,es the unknown quant,ity 
point,, but large with respect to X the radio wavelength. we are seeking, whose nature depends upon the  surface 
Thus if t.he patch were reradiating  in  the absence of t,he over which it propagates. The  unperturbed solut>ion Hqs 
surrounding imperfect surface, the field at t,he observation is presumed known and can be selected so a.s to  simplify 
point would diverge as l /Ro. The same would be true if solution of the  integral  equation in H,*’. Folloning I(ing, 
the surrounding surface were a perfectly conducting we select for H,“ the far-zone field reradiated  from  the 
smoot>h plane, with an additional  factor of 2 to account  surface patch dS‘ when the remainder of the surface is 
for the image. smooth. and pufecl ly  conducting (i.e., 5 = 0 )  ; for now m-e 

roughness of the sea surrounding dS’, we assume 1) that 
t,he mean surface  near dS’ is  planar, and 2) that  an effec- 
t.ive impedance can be assigned to  the surface to account 

(1) 

In including t.he  effect.s of imperfect conductivity  and svrite it. as 
ihL2 exp (ikoRo) HqS = G,= (2) 2nRo 
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where G, is  a  quant,ity  to  be det.ermined in the next sec- 
tion.  The preceding equation places in evidence the 1/Ro 
dependence of t,he field above t.he perfectly conduct,ing 
smooth plane. 

Following King [13],  we define the perturbed field as 
equal to  the  unperturbed field t,imes an unknown slowly 
varying  attenuation funct.ion, i.e., 

Hp8’ = H,”F(d,z,E). 

Then (1) can  be  rewritten  as  an  integral  equat,ion  in F ,  
obt.aining 

F ( d , z , z )  = 1 + ikoRo exp ( - ikd20) 
2rG, (0 )  

.F(Rl,O,B) .sin S cos y d S  (3) 

where G,(O) is G, evaluat,ed  at, the observation  point 
(Os,ps), while G,(d is G, evaluated at  the  integration 
point (r/2,qS + MI. 

We now note for highly conducting  surface where 
I 5 I << 1, that F is close to  unity  and  the preceding inte- 
gral  is  nearly zero. It is only  when the observat,ion point 
is near t.he surface (i.e., r /2  - Os N x / d  << 1 )  t.hat the 
incident and reflected waves cancel, and only the surface 
wave  remains.  Therefore, the int.egra1 term  in (3) is im- 
portant for e, very  near  a/2,  typically wit,hin 1” of grazing 
for seawat.er at.  HF.  In  this region near the Brewster  angle 
;i and G,(pl) appearing  in the int.egrand are  nearly con- 
stant, over t.he import.ant. region near the baseline where 
9 1  N 0 and 8, ‘v n/2.  By  the same  reasoning,  sin 6 N 1, 
and cos y ‘v 1, so that  the integral  equation simplifies to 

The solution to  (4) is straightforward  and is performed 
by King [13], [14]; t,he  details will not  be  repeated here. 
He employs an elliptic  coordinate  system  as  a  basis  !or t.he 
surface int.egra1; he  performs a stationary phase int,egra- 
tion  in  the ql direct.ion, a.nd the result  reduces to  an 
inhomogeneous Volterra  integral  equation of the second 
kind. This is then solved by  Laplace  transform techniques, 
and F(d,z ,E)  is  shown to be identically the “Nort.on 
at,t,enuat.ion  factor” of ground  wave  theory. The only 
approximation  (ot,her  than the far-zone  assumption)  on 
which solut.ion of (1)  is  based is t.hat [13] 1 I << 1, 
where & is the real part of B. 

Thus  in this sect,ion we have shown that a patch of sea 
reradiating  (or  scattering) vert.ically polarized electro- 
magnetic  energy  over an imperfect  surface does so in a 
manner  identical to a  vertical dipole located on the same 
plane. Witahin the rest.rictions of t,he  analysis,  therefore, 

one merely solves the problem of scat.ter of vertically 
polarized waves by a  perfectly  conducting  sea and multi- 
plies by F ,  the Norton  attenuat,ion  factor, to account. for 
propagat,ion  near  grazing  from the pat.ch dX‘ to  the obser- 
vation  point. A similar factor  must  be used to account 
for  propagation  from the  transmitter  to  the scat,tering 
patch if this path  is  near grazing also. 

111. SCATTER FROM A MOVING SLIGHTLY ROUGH sUFCF-4CE 

In the preceding  section it was shown possible to express 
the scattered field from  a  pat,ch of sea in  terms of the 
Norton  att.enuation  factor F times the  unperturbed  scat- 
tered field. This  unperturbed field is to  be  determined  in 
this section. It is the field scattered from the pat.ch  with 
the sea  treat.ed as a. perfect  conducting  surface; the effect 
of finite  conductivhy is already  accounted  for in F.  Below 
VHF t.he sea is “slightly rough,”  satisfying the rest.rictions 
mentioned  in the  Introduction  for applicability of the 
boundary  perturbat,ion  approach. 

The first-order solution  for  scatt,er  from a stationary 
random  perfectly  conducting  surface using this approach 
is well-known 121, [4], [9]. We  intend t.o extend this 
analysis to the case of a mowing perfectly  conducting sur- 
face, so that t,he  temporal  spectrum of t.he scattered signal 
can  be  obtained. We concentrate  on  only the vertical 
polarization states, since near-grazing propagation  over 
t.he highly  conducting  sea at  these  frequencies is much 
larger for vertical  than for horizont,al. However,  we will 
provide answers for t.he other  linear  polarization combina- 
tions also. 

The inclusion of time as  an independent,  variable in  the 
description of the  random surface height. i- is  readily 
accomplished by a  Fourier series expansion over  time as 
well as space: 

r(z,y,t) = P(m,n,Z) exp { ia(mz + n y )  - iwZt] 
0 

m,n.l-w 

(5) 
where a = 2r/L and w = 2 r / T ;  L and T being defined 
as  the  spatial (b0t.h x and y )  and  temporal period of the 
surface. P(m,n,Z) is t.he coefficient of the nz,n,Zth Fourier 
component,  with P being zero for m = n = 0 (i.e., the 
coordinate  system  is chosen so that  the X-y plane is the 
mean  surface).  The minus sign before the time  argument 
places in evidence the expected traveling  na.ture of ocean 
waves, i.e., a wave  with +am and +wZ wavenumbers in 
the +x direction. 

Following Rice [3] we d e h e   a n  average spat.iai-tern- 
poral  spect.rum W ( p , q , w )  of the surface height. in  terms of 
the Fourier  coeEcients as 

a 

W(P,P,W) = $ /IJ (r(xl,Yl,ll)r(xZ,Y2,t2) ) 
-10 

- exp (iprZ + iqr, - i w ~ )  drt drl,  dr 
L2T 

T3 
- (P(m,n,Z)P( -m,-n,-Z)) ( 6 )  - -  
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where (P(~~z~,n~, l~)P(m~,n? , l z )  ) is zero when m2 # -m1, 
n2 # -nl, and l2 # -1, because the Fourier coefficients 
are uncorrela.ted. Also, p = am, q = an, w = w l ,  rZ = 
z2 - xl, rV = y2 - yl, and T = B - tl in ( 6 ) .  The angular 
braces (. ) denote  a  stat,istical ensemble average. Also, 
(P(m,n,Z) ) = 0, for all m.,n,E. 

The  total fields above the surface (see Fig. 1 inset for 
scatter geomet,ry) are represent,ed by plane-wave (eigen- 
function) expansions of the same form as ( 5 )  

E, = b(r,O) [E(v,O,O;z) - E(-v,O,O;z)] 
KO 

E, = - [E(v,O,O;z) + E (  -v,O,O;z)] uv 
k0 

W + C Cmn8(m + v,?L,~;z) ( 7 ~ )  
m,,,l=-W 

where 

E ( m  + ~,?z,Z,z) = 2E0 exp { iu (m  + V )  x + iuny 

+ ib(m + v,n)z - i(w2 + w o ) t )  

and 
I 

b ( m  + v,n) = [ka  - u2 ( m  + V )  - u2n2]1'z. 

Here v = ko sin &/a, and  the two t,erms in  square bra.ckets 
in  (7a)  and (7c) are  the incident  and reflected plane 
waves from t.he perfectly conducting surface in  the absence 
of roughness. The incident electric field strength EO is 
normalized such that  the totuZ vertical component a t  t,he 
surface for incident. propagation ?ear grazing is 2Eo. 

The solution for t.he unknom scat.tered field  coefficients 
A,,l, etc.,  is  straight,forward. In  fact., these coefficients are 
identical t.0 the first-order coefficients A,,, etc., derived 
by Rice in [3, eq. ( 4 . 2 ) ]  with  three  notation differences: 
1 )  his m - v is  our m ;  2 )  his i is  our -i because of a 
difference in sign in  our t.ime conventions; 3) our A,%z, etc., 
are direct.ly proport,ional to P(m,n,l), whereas his are 
proport.iona1 to P(m,n) ; the fact.ors of proportionality 
however, a.re t,he same. 

It is now necessary to relat,e the modal fields scatt.ered 
by  an infinite periodic random surface to  the field scattered 
by a finite patch of area dS' of such  a surface. This is 
again straightforward and can follow the geometrical argu- 
ments of Peake [ a ]  and  Barrick and  Peake [15] or a 
Kirchhoff-type t,ransformation of Barrick [ l 6 ] ;  the reader 
is referred to t>hese treat,ments. Basically, t,he result shows 
that t.he  field strength falls off as l/Ro, as it should, and 
relates the modal field wavenumbers u(m - v ) ,  an, and 
b ( m  + ~ , n )  to  the  scattered field diredon cosines 
sin 0, cos p,, sin 0, sin p,, and cos e,. 

The average  scattered power correlat,ion function  at, two 
different times is then computed,  i.e., 

(Ets (Ro,tl)E,"* (Ro j t2 )  ) E R" ( T) 
where T = t2 - t l .  The Fourier  transform of t.his then 
gives t.he average  scat,tered signal spectrum  in  terms of 
W(p,q ,w)  as defined in ( 6 ) .  Det.ails can be found in 
Barrick [ l 6 ] .  

IV. AVERAGE SCATTER CROSS SECTIONS AND 
THE RADAR RANGE EQUATION 

The average  scattered signal power density  spectrum 
can now be convert.ed to u , , ( w )  the  average scatter cross 
section per unit.  area per rad/s ba.ndmidth; its  integral is 
the familiar uzCo, Le., uo = 1 / 2 J L ~ ( w )  dm, which is 
Ulrr ( w )  

Ur zO I = 4nko(sin Bi sin 8, - cos P,)~ 

W[ko(sin 8, COS cps - sin e i )  , _ I  ko sin 8, sin p,, w - 

W[&(sin e, cos p, - sin e i )  , 

where the  spatial  spectrum WCp,q] is obtained  from 
W[p,q,w] by integrat.ion  over w and division by 2. Both 
spectra  have  the wavenumbers p,q, replaced by 
ko(sin 0, cos ps - sin B i )  ,ko sin e, sin cp,. The  latter  are pre- 
cisely the wavenumbers  required of a  diffraction  grating 
which is to scatter a wave incident from ei into a  direction 
B,,p,. Hence the theory shows that. t.he ocean surface pro- 
duces scatter  by  the simple Bragg mechanism, which con- 
firm the experimenbal deductions of Crombie [ l ] .  

Although  they  are  not of interest  in  this  paper, the ot.her 
three cross section spectra. for a perfectly conduct,ing sur- 
face u.h(w) ,uht ( w ) ,  and u h h ( ~ )  are  obtained  by replacing 
the fa,ctor (sin Bi sin 0, - cos P,)~ in (sa) by (cos ei sin P,)~, 
(cos 8, sin (P,)~, and (cos Bi cos 8, cos P,)~, respect.ively. The 
same  substitution is made in (8b) also. Thus  the depend- 
ence upon the  nature of t,he roughness is the same for 
any polarization state;  it is contained  in the surface  height 
spat.ia1-temporal spect,rum. 

The average power energy density and power received 
in  a  bistatic radar system, d P ~ ( w )  and dPR, from a patch 
of sea dS' 1oca.ted a t  dist,ances RT a.nd RR from the  trans- 
mitter  and receiver can now  be written 

uno ( w )  , W/rad/s  (9a) 

x G.:, w (9b) 
where PT is the average t.ra.nsmit.ted power and GTo and 
GRo are the  transmitt,ing  and receiving antenna ga.ins 
(defined 1Yit.h respect to free space)  in the direction of the 
pat,ch. The quant,ities F T 2  and F R ~  are the  Norton  att,enu- 
ation  factors. The use of F B ~  was just.ified in Sect,ion I1 to 
account for the imperfect. nature of t,he surface medium 
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in the analysis of propa.gation from the  patch dS‘. It. of 
course has significance here only for sca.ttered vertical 
polariza.t.ion, and  is  a fundon  of range R R  to  the receiver. 
A similar and  even more obvious use of t.he compensat.ion 
theorem shows t.hat FT2 accounts for propagation of a 
vertically polarized field from t,he transmitker  to the pat,ch. 

The Norton attenuation factor (e.g., FR) appearing in 
the preceding equation  is  a  function of the  effective sur- 
face impedance A, of range RR, a.nd finally of the height, 
of the receiver above t,he surface. Hence it. contains t,he 
“dependence upon grazing angle” produced by  the f i d e  
conductivity of the surface medium. It is normalized, and 
approaches unity  as RR + 0 and for sufficient.ly small A. 
In this limit., one has  in  (9)  the conventional radar range 
equation  above  a perfectly conducting  flat  plane. While 
FR was defined for a “flat” surface, t.he definition  can be 
extended t,o a “spherical” surface, in which case FR is 
found, for example, from a residue series [11] when t.he 
observation point, is dista.nt, and below the horizon. 

One must, be caut,ious in t,he definition of go. Ha.d one 
defined a0 in  terms of 2E0 the t.otal near-grazing field, 
rather  than t.he i.ncident field, the factor of 4 appearing in 
(8) would be missing; this alternat,e definition [SI might 
be considered more appropriate for ground-wave propaga- 
tion. On the ot.her hand,  others include factors of 4 in  the 
antenna gains by mea.suring their efficiencies in the  pres- 
ence of the  highly  conducting ground rather  than  in t.erms 
of their  equivalent gains in free space. The reasoning 
behind the definition appearing  in (8) and  (9) is that 
propagation effects (i.e., the fact.ors of 4, as well as FR 
a,nd F T )  due to  the medium are clearly separat.ed from t.he 
parameters describing the transmit,ter (GRO), the  scatterer 
(go), and t,he receiver (GR’). Because of widespread differ- 
ences, however, reported values of uo can  vary  by  as much 
as 16 merel?. due to  the definition employed. 

V .  FIRST-ORDER OCEAN WAVES AND THE PHILLIPS MODEL 
It.  has been shown that Bragg scatter from t.he larger 

gravity waves (longer than 1 m) produces the  return at. 
HF. Such gravit.y waves have  a unique firsborder disper- 
sion relationship. The 1att.er makes it possible to  relate t.he 
spatial-temporal height  spectrum W ( p , q , w )  to t,he simpler 
spatial  spectrum W ( p , q ) .  Stated simply, deep-water grav- 
ity waves of length L travel at a given phase velocity 
‘vw = (gL/2n)ll2, where g M 9.81 m/s2 is t,he accelerat,ion 
of gravit.y.  This first-order ve1ocit.y expression provides the 
dispersion relationship between the temporal and  spatial 
wavenumbers of gravity waves: 
w g  = + [ g  (p2 + q 2 )  1/2]1/2 = + [g (u27n2 + u”n”) 1/2]1/2. ( 10) 

Thus  the more general (5) for the height of a. moving 
random surface reduces to t,he following in the case of 
ocean waves moving into t.he +x half space: 

co 

S(z,y,t) = c P+(m,?l) 
m,n=-W 

-exp [iarnx + i any  - i s g n  (m)w,t] (11) 

where sgn ( m )  is f l ,  for m f .  A similar expression holds 
for ocean waves moving into  the -x half space, -with P+ 
replaced by P- and a plus sign in  front of the  last  term of 
the exponential. Thus t.u.0 sets of coefficienCs P+ and P- 
are called for,  depending  upon the  strengths of the vari- 
ous Fourier component.s moving in t.he + x / -  x direct,ions. 
Using (6) n-e can determine W ( p , q , w )  from (11) by 
multiplying i- (xl,yl,tl) by S ( x2,y2,tz), averaging, and  taking 
the Fourier transform. We t.hen obtain 

W(P,!?,@) = 2W+(P,d6(w + sgn (1))wu) 
! + 2W-(P,d6(U - sgn (p)w,> (12) 

where JV*(p,q) = (I P*(m.,.n) 12)L2/11.2 and 6(x) is the 
impulse funct.ion of argument J .  

Equat,ion  (12) simply means that. for a given set of 
spatia.1 wavenumbers p,q,  only one temporal  wavenumber 
wg is possible, as given by  (10). When  (12) is substit.ut,ed 
int>o (8a), we see t,hat, the signal scat,t.ered from an infin- 
itesimal pat.ch of ocean dS’ occurs at two unique  Doppler 
shifts from the carrier, as represent,ed by t.he impulse 
functions. The shift.s are det,ermined from substit,ut.ing the 
a.rguments  appearing in place of p , q  in  (8a)  into (10) to 
obt,ain 

wg = + (gko)1/2[sin2 e, - 2 sin e, sin ei cos p, + sin2 e,]1/4. 
(13) 

This  Doppler  shift corresponds to a velocity for those 
0cea.n waves having t.he proper length for Bragg  scatter. 
The shift. is zero for forward scatt,er where 0, = Bi and 
(p3 = 0. I t  is largest for backscatter at grazing, where 8, = j 

0; = ~ / 2 ,  p, = n; here wu = + (2kog)1/2,  and the length 
of the ocean waves responsible for scatter is the shortest,, 
i.e., L = X/2. 

In order to obtain  a  rough feeling for the magnitude of 
0cea.n wave scatt.er, we employ a semiempirical model for 
W ( p , q )  proposed by Phillips [17] and  Munk  and Nieren- 
berg [IS]. This model relates t.he roughness height to t,he 
wind blowing across the  water.  The model neglects swell, 
that is, waves due to storms in  other areas which pr0pagat.e 
t.0 the region of interest. In  addition, t.he model assumes 
t,ha.t. the winds have been blowing for a sufficient t.ime that 
the ocean waves  are fully developed. This t,ime period ma.y 
exceed 20 h for the longer ocean waves. Based on neglect. 
of possible swell, t.he model has  the form 

I 

where the spectrum  is assumed to be ident,ically zero when 
( p 2  + q2)lI2 < g/Uz ( U  = wind velocit,y in m/s)  and also 
in  the half space of t.he p-p plane  from n-hich t.he wind is 
blowing. The dimensionless constant 2 X has been 
estimated  as high as 4 X lop2 by some [17]. The preceding 
spectrum  is semiisotropic rather  than highly directional; 
wave slope measurements by Cox and  Munk [19] lead 4 

them  to believe that a highly directional spectrum  is 
difficult to justify [lS]. 
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Fig. 2. Solid curve gives frequency necessary to observe lower 

near-grazing backscat,ter.  Dashed curve gives frequency limit 
end (cutoff) of gravity wave spectrum versus frequency for 

where slightly rough surface model fails for given wind speed. 

We  now introduce  the'  Phillips  spectrum  into (8) , but, 
rest.& our  at,tention t.0 the case where b0t.h the t.rans- 
mitter  and receiver are  near the surface, i.e., Os, Bi 3 a/2. 
We then obt.ain 

i 

where f+ and f- represent. the fraction of spectxal energy 
in  the forward-moving (+x) and  bachmrd-moving 
(-x) ocean waves, v d h  f+ + f- = 1. 

Section  VI1  compares the preceding prediction for unEo 
of -17 dB with measurements. I t  should be noted that 
the Phillips model predicts no dependence of unoo on  fre- 
quency, assuming that  the sea is fully developed with 
Lrz > g / ( p 2  + q 2 ) l l 2 ;  for wind speeds below t.his limit u22 
is predicted to be zero. Obviously this  abrupt cutoff is not 
physically realized in  nature due  to swell and incomplete 
wind development.. We plot. in Fig. 2 the idealized lower 
wind cutoff of near-gra.zing backscat,t,er with frequency, 
nonetheless, to  obtain  a  feel for the frequencies necessary 
to observe the loTver end of the  gravity m-a.ve spect.rum. 
Also shown is the frequency at. which the height require- 
ment for t,he slightly  rough surface analysis fails (i.e., 

7 

where ko2(r2) = 0.2) versus wind speed; for the Phillips 
spectarurn, ( r2)  = (10-2/4) X br4/g2. The slope require- 
ment  is always satisfied, even when the sea is fully devel- 
oped, or saturated; higher minds cause breaking and dis- 
sipation of wave energy at a satumted wavenumber,  hence 
maintaining the Phillips va.lue as  an  upper  limit. 

VI. NEAR-GRMING BEHAVIOR 

Equation  (9b) for the received power (the ra.dar range 
equat.ion)  exhibits  a dependence with grazing angle  as 
contained explicitly in  the factors F T ~ F R ' U ~ ~ " .  The factor 
uv2 alone, however, is nearly a. const.a.nt. near  grazing 
(B,,B; N a / 2 ) ,  as  can be seen from (8b) and  (16). Hence 
any decrease near grazing due to  the imperfect  nat.ure of 
the surface  is  contained in  the  Norton  attenuation fa.ctors 

One might  have  alternately defined the scatker cross 
sect,ion per  unit  area  directly from the  radar range  equa- 
tion as u,OO' = F T 2 F ~ 2 ~ v n o  (give or take a  factor of 16, 
depending  upon how the  antenna. gains are  normalized). 
This u,,~', which might be a more logical definition for a.n 
experimentalist reducing his da.t.a.,  will obviously depend 
upon the surface impedance a.nd grazing angle. However, 
this dependence mill not be simple;  furthermore, a,$' 
will also depend  upon the ranges RT and RR to  the scat- 
t.ering patch. 

In  order to  study  the dependence of u,,O' upon grazing 
angle for the sea, we specialize to  backscatter, where qs = a 
a.nd FR = FT. Then u,,"' = F~lu~eO. We consider also a 
spherical earth; therefore, FR does not. have  a simple 
closed form, especially for short  ranges and near the 
penumbra. To  evaluate FR, we employ a comput,er pro- 
gram developed at-  ITS [20]. The value A employed to 
describe the imperfect nat,ure of the sea surface cont,ains 
both A, the wave impedance of ocean wa.t,er ( E  = 81eo, 
u = 4 mho/m), as well as the increase due to roughness 
(see Barrick [21]  for a treatment of the  latter effect). 

Fig. 3 shows the predicted dependence of uvFo' on graz- 
ing angle over t.he sea at 10 and 100 MHz using the 
Phillips  spectrum  (14) in  (8b).  The cut.off criterion for 
this model implies that uo should follow these  curves up 
to a grazing angle a given by cos-'[hg/4nU2]; the ba.ck- 
scatter should drop t.0  zero for directions closer to normal 
than t.his "cutoff" a.ngle. The angular region near grazing 
is shown enhanced by a. logarithmic abscissa scale; in addi- 
t.ion, we display the predicted dependence beyond the hori- 
zon, i.e., when dX' is in  the  earth's shadow of the  radar. 
Also shorn- are uhho the horizont,al cross section. 

The figures show that near  grazing, sea scatter for ver- 
tical polarizat.ion is  strongly  dependent  upon  frequency. 
At. MF and HF it is possible to obtain  sea  clutter echo 
from below the horizon for moderate  ranges, At, VHF, 
however, the Kort,on attenuation factor decreases so 
rapidly  near grazing t>hat one could expect below-the- 
horizon clut,ter only from very  short ranges (less than 
10 km) . 

FT',FR'. 
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Grazing -le, degrees 

Fig. 3. Dependence of received backscatter power on grazing 
angle (including Nort.on att.enuation  factors in uzzo’) for Phillips 
wind-wave spectrum. 

VII. COMPARISOK WITH MEASUREVENTS 

While many  persons  have observed  near-grazing sea 
clutter at  HF and  VHF, few have  taken t.he effort t.0 
calibrate  their  radar  parameters so as to permit  deter- 
mination of uo. One recent  experiment, at 10.087 MHz was 
performed by  Headrick of the  Naval Research  Laboratory 
(NRL) [22], in which he  obtained  estimates of uzZo. In  
this experiment,  two  vertical monopoles  were located 
near Annapolis, Md.,  on  t,he  upper  Chesapeake  Bay  in a 
monost.atic radar configurat.ion. Spectral processing per- 
mitted  separation of  mat.er-wa.ve scat.ter  from  stationary 
ground  clutt.er echoes. A coded signal format  permitted 
a 20-nmi range resolut,ion cell. The  Norton  attenuation 
factor F R  was calculated  for  four different. range cells on 
the  bay using the pert,inent water  conductivity (i.e., 
cr ‘v 2  mho/m) . 

Data were recorded and processed on  February 4, 1969, 
a day  on which a moderate wind  was  blowing from the 
north.  Waves receding from the  radar were observed to 
be stxonger due t,o the wind, and  water  waves of the 
Bragg scat.t,er length (15 m in this case) were est,imated 
to be fully developed. The averaged received  power  was 
processed at.  four ranges down t,he bay: 45, 55, 67, and 
75 nmi.  Propagation to all of these  points wa.s via. ground 
wave s ime  th.ey were all below the radio hwizon.. The  area 
within each resolution cell dS’ was estimated  from  maps 
of the  bay.  When cast. in t.he form of (9b)  with the  atten- 
uation  factors  removed, u,,O was measured to be  -17 dB 
a t  all  four ranges.2 

The  fact  that  the  water surface in t,his case was fairly 
rough  means that  the  backscatter might  have  been ex- 
pect.ed to  approach the Phillips wind-wave estimate  from 
(16) as an upper limit.. The agreement  between measured 

Headrick  reports the  actual  antenna gains rather  than  the 
free-space gains. Hence his reported  values of -29 dB correspond 
to uDu0 of -17 dB by our definition. 

Frequency Shdi From Carrier, f-fo , Hz 

Fig. 4. Measured ocean backscatter  signal  spectrum at. 2.9 MHz 
(after Crombie, et al. [21]). 

-0.4 -0.2 0.0 02 0.4 0.6 
Frequency Shift From Carrier, f-fo , Hz 

Fig. 5. Measured ocean backscatter  signal spectrum at  8.37 MHz 
(after Crombie, et al. [all). 

and predict.ed values of uZ,O not  only  lends credence to  the 
theory,  but confirms t,he oceanographic estimate of t.he 
“Phillips saturation const.ant.” of 2 X used in (14). 

As further evidence of the validit,y of t.he first-order 
t,heory for ocean-wave scatter, we cite  recent HF mea.sure- 
ment.s by Crombie et al. [23] from  Barbados  Island  in 
the West  Indies. Again the  antennas were located  near 
the water so that propagat,ion to ranges  beyond the hori- 
zon was via  ground  wave. In  this case, absolute  est,imates 
of ua were not  reported,  but  very  accurate  digital process- 
ing  permitted  detailed  resolution of t.he received signal 
spectrum.  Backscatter was  received with  broad-band  ver- 
tical monopole ant.ennas  from  the half  space toward the 
east.. 

Shown in Figs. 4 and 5 a.re the received  power spectra 
measured simult.aneously on August 15, 1969 a t  2.9 and 
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8.37 MHz from the range cell at. 45 km. The processor For example, a  ship equipped with  a  broad-band omni- 
permitted 0.002-Hz resoluDion; coherent processing at  an directional vert.ica1 monopole could serve as a  backscatter 
offset of 0.5 Hz  (removed  in t.he figures) permits both radar.3 The average  seatiered power from  a circula.r range 
negative  and positive shift.s about  the carrier t,o be ob- cell at a given radio  wavenumber ko will be  directly pro- 
served. The first-order peaks (corresponding to our im- portional t,o the ocean-wave height  spectrum  evaluated 
pulse functions of (12)) occur at. f0.174 Hz from t.he a t  spatial  wavenumber 2b. By sweeping frequency from 
carrier at 2.90 MHz  and at f 0 . 2 9 6  Hz  at) 8.37 MHz. about 1 to 20 MHz,  the significant. portion of t,he lower 
The relative  st.rength of t,he positive spike over t.he nega- end of the  gravity wave spectrum  can be measured. 
tive spike at both frequencies agrees with  the  dominant Furthermore,  directionality of ocean-wave movement, can 
wind direction in t.his area;  trade winds from t-he east, be  ascertained because the ship’s velocity imposes a  unique 
should excite west-moving water waves, producing a posi- Doppler  bias on t.he first-order sea-scatter shifts versus 
tive  Doppler  shift. bearing from the ship  heading.  Such  a  technique, employ- 

Lesser spikes in the records at, 0.0 Hz, +0.25 Hz (in ing the  quantitative model set  forth  in  this  paper, could 
Fig. 4) and f0.42 Hz (in Fig. 5 )  are  att.ributed  by prove to be  a useful tool for det,ailed oceanogra.phic studies 
Crombie as due t.0 nonlinearit.ies in bot,h the water-wave of directional wave height spect,ra. 
equa.t,ions and  smttering process. Sect.ion VI est,ima.ted 
t.he spat,ial-temporal spectrum  based upon a  linear  hydro- REFEREWES 
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Temporal  Frequency  Spectra of Multifrequency 
Waves in Turbulent Atmosphere 

Absfract-General formulations  for  temporal  frequency  spectra 
of the fluctuations of plane, spherical, and  beam waves  operating 
at two frequencies are given based on weak turbulence  and frozen-in 
assumptions. The cross  spectra and  the coherence are obtained 
for  the amplitude at two frequencies, the  phase at two frequencies, 
and  the amplitude at  one frequency and  the  phase  at  another 
frequency. The  results  are examined in detail  for  plane and spherical 
waves. For  the  spectrum of the  index of refracti0n.r-  in  the inertial 
subrange,  the amplitude  spectrum behaves a$ k(5+’n for w-0 
and 1i2w1- for W+ Q. The  phase  spectrum for &+O and for w-f m 
behaves as k W - n  with different constants. These  results  agree 
well with the experimental work of Janes et al. [ll] at  9.6 and 
34.5 GHz, and explains the ratio of the spectra a t  two frequencies. 
Also noted is  the experimental slope of -2.6 as w - )  m which may 
be compared with 1 - n = -2.66 using the Kolmogorov spectrum 
of n = 11/3. The amplitude and  phase coherence are calculated, 
and  the  results  agree well with the experimental  data. This agree- 
ment  is indicative of the general validity of the theory  for  frequencies 
as  low as 10-30 GHz and  the path length  as long as 60 km. It  is 
also shown that using the preceding  theory, the wind velocity and 
the  structure constant C- can  be  deduced from the experimental 
data. Theoretical wind velocity of 15.6 knots obtained from  the 
propagation data compares  favorably with the meteorologically 
measured value of 14 knots, and two values of C ,  obtained in- 
dependently  from the amplitude and  phase  measurements closely 
agree with each other. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

T HE FLUCTUATIONS of a wave propagat,ing in  t,ur- 
bulent  atmosphere  have been extensively studied  in 

t,he  past [1>[5], and t.he t.empora1 frequency  spectrum 
of the amplitude  fluctuations of a  plane wave have been 
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The  author is with the Department. of Electrical Engineering, 
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given by  Tatarski [l]. Lawrence and  Strohbehn  have 
discussed more recent work by  Tatarski on temporal spec- 
tra of amplitude and phase fluctuat.ions [SI. Mandies and 
Lee [7] also discussed the correla.tions of a wave observed 
at t,wo frequencies. 

However, recent, interest  in  remote probing of turbulent 
a.tmosphere created the need for more comp1et.e theoret.ica1 
t.reatnlent of the wave propa,gation in  atmosphere. Specifi- 
call>., at millimeter and  optical  wavelength, there is a 
need t o  extend the previous work on a  beam n’ave [SI, [4] 
t.o include the temporal  frequency  spectra and multi- 
frequency observations. 

This  paper  presents general formulations for t.empora1 
frequency  spect,ra of the fluctua.tions of waves operating 
at two frequencies. The resu1t.s are examined in det.ai1 for 
plane and spherical waves and compared with t.he experi- 
mental work of Janes et al. [ll] at 9.6 and 34.5 GHz. 
The general agreement with the experimental data indi- 
cates  the general  validity of the t.heory. It. is also shown 
how t,he propaga.t,ion dat.a. may be used to infer the wind 
velocity and. C,. 

11. GENERAL FORMULATIONS OF PROBLEM 

We consider a turbulent medium charact,erized by  the 
index of refraction 

n ( P , t )  = l + m ( f , t )  

where T I ~ ( P , ~ )  is t.he fluctuation  and assumed to be small. 
Assuming the frozen-in hypothesis, we have 

where P is the average u-ind  ve1ocit.y vector.  This assump- 
t.ion represented by (2) means tha.t the effect of t.he veloc- 
it,y fluct.uations is small compared wit.h t,he  average ujnd 


